Pad Sensor Quick Start

**Bed Pad Positioning**
- Place bed pad across the width of the mattress beneath the fitted sheet
- Position the pressure pad so that the patients buttock is over the center of the pad
- Run the cord along the mattress and bed frame
- Be careful not to get the cord in the way of moving parts on the bed
- Connect the pad to the monitor & test pad prior to use

**Chair Pad Positioning** *(Side/Wheel Chair)*
- Place Chair pad across the width of the seat cushion
- Position the pressure pad so that the patients buttock is over the center of the pad
- Run the cord out the side of the chair
- Be careful not to get the cord in the wheels or other moving parts
- Connect the pad to the monitor & test pad prior to use

**Potty/Commode Pad Positioning**
- Position potty pad on the rim and directly below the bumper on the seat
- Remove the release liner on the adhesive tape to secure to the rim
- Run the cord behind the toilet above the tank
- Be careful to clear the cord from the patients path
- Connect the pad to the monitor & test pad prior to use

**Testing Pads**
- Before first and each use test the system
- Apply pressure to the pad for 3 seconds
- Monitor will “beep” once to signal monitor is active
- Remove pressure from pad and alarm should sound without delay
- If voice message has been recorded, playback will start before tonal alarm

**Mounting Options**
- Insert the slide rails located on the back of the monitor into the top of the slide tracks located on chair & wall mounting plates
- Slide monitor down until it clicks and locks into place
- Press the release lever and slide monitor upward to remove
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